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ABSTRACT
The energy consumption per capita per year throughout the world is increasing. With an increase in
standard of living and world population, the demand for total energy is increasing rapidly and it is
anticipated that the existing fossil fuels will be exhausted before the end of this century. More attention
is being focused by the scientists and engineers throughout the world to develop potential methods that
would use waste heat.
A significant amount of low temperature (between 60 C and 99 C) heat is wasted annually in
industrial process [1]. This waste heat could be used to drive absorption chillers, but it is not used since
it lowers the Coefficient of Performance (C.O.P) of the system. One approach to a lower generator
temperature involves the lowering of generator pressure. The dual-chamber vortex generator (DCVG)
described in this thesis lowers the generator pressure as a consequence of the conservation of rotational
momentum and permits an absorption chiller to function with improved capacity with relatively cooler
sources of waste heat. DCVG is designed to replace current high temperature generators in commercial
absorption chillers. For a proof of concept, a test stand has been designed and constructed for testing
the performance of a vortex-assisted generator for use in absorption refrigeration systems.
The scope of this thesis is to develop Absorption Refrigeration Evaluation Software (ARES) which
would provide a performance evaluation for the test stand, based on experimental data taken. ARES
also helps in the design and analysis of a conventional and conventional/vortex absorption refrigeration
system and makes it possible to investigate various cycle configurations, to predict their performance
and to compare them with each other on a uniform basis. ARES requires simple inputs consisting of the
minimum information needed to define the system, based on these input values other operating
parameters are calculated. A graphical user interface (GUI) enables the user to run the program
interactively and to view the results. The programming language chosen for developing ARES is JAVA
and data acquisition system was designed by using Labview.
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1 CHAPTER ONE
INTRODUCTION
1.1 PROJECT BACKGROUND
Concerns about the green house effect caused by chloro-fluro-carbons (CFCs) and electric
capacity shortage during mid-day in hot summer days, have brought growing interests in
absorption chillers. Absorption refrigeration technology came into use about 150 years ago
and is a mature technology. Since its inception intensive research is being done to improve
its efficiency and expand the temperature range of its energy sources. Heat sources from
approximately
99 C and above have proven to be successful. However, a significant
amount of thermal resources are available in the form of low temperature (between 60 C
and
99
C) industrial waste heat, approximately 500 trillion kJ per annum is known to be
wasted every year as shown in Figure 1-1 [1].
Conventional absorption chillers can use this lower temperature heat source in the generator
but with the penalty of lowering both the Coefficient of Performance (C.O.P) and the
refrigeration effect [2]. An absorption chiller using a vortex-assisted generator would
provide a simple way to utilize this waste heat source.
A vortex generator produces a reduction of pressure due to a vortex motion. The saturation
temperature of refrigerant-absorbent liquid mixture is lowered as the pressure reduces. The
reduction of pressure due to the vortex motion produced by the vortex generator would
cause the evolution of the refrigerant vapor at a lower temperature from the absorbent-
refrigerant liquid mixture. The benefit from such an operation is that the lower temperature
waste heat could be utilized as an energy source for absorption chillers. An improved
capacity and Coefficient of Performance (COP) could be obtained when compared to
conventional absorption chillers using low temperature waste heat.
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Figure 1-1 Available Waste Energy
1.2 PROJECT OBJECTIVES AND GOAL
As a proof of concept a test stand was developed and a data acquisition system designed in
Labview was used to obtain the values of pressure, temperature and flow rate at different points
on this test stand. The purpose of this thesis work was to develop a software, which would
provide a simultaneous performance analysis using the averaged values of live data obtained
from the experimental setup and also would have the capability of designing and providing
analysis of the designed conventional and vortex absorption refrigeration systems.
The software was developed using JAVA as programming language, it is PC based and
could be loaded on to any computer. JAVA was used primarily because of its platform
independence, which means that the software could be used on any computer irrespective of
its operating system (OS). Data from the pressure sensors, temperature sensors and flow
meters are recorded and stored in the form of a text file using Labview. The developed
software provides an analysis of the vortex generator, condenser and mixer based on the
averaged values of the steady state data taken from the experiment. The bottlenecks in the
whole system could be identified using the developed software, which should help in
optimizing the system.
Conservation ofmass, momentum and energy when applied to the individual components of
absorption refrigeration system with appropriate assumptions resulted in the mathematical
models for the conventional and vortex absorption refrigeration system. These models were
used to develop the software.
2 CHAPTERTWO
ABSORPTION REFRIGERATION
2.1 DESCRIPTION OF ABSORPTION REFRIGERATION CYCLE
Absorption refrigeration was first developed in 19th century, and is very reliable as all its
components are static with the exception of a solution pump. Its dynamic characteristics are
very stable because heat and mass transfer govern the dynamics. Conventional absorption
refrigeration system has six major components namely evaporator, absorber, generator,
condenser, heat exchanger and a solution pump.
An absorption refrigeration cycle is defined as "heat-operated cycles in which secondary
fluid (the absorbent) absorbs the primary fluid (gaseous refrigerant) that has been vaporized
in the evaporator" [3]. In conventional Lithium Bromide- water (LiBr-water) absorption
refrigeration cycle, as shown in Figure 2-1, the refrigerant is water and the absorbent is
Lithium Bromide. The four components that exchange heat energy outside the system are
the condenser, generator, evaporator and absorber. The system operates between two
working pressures the high-pressure side and the low-pressure side. The generator and
condenser are at the high-pressure side and low -pressure prevails in the absorber and the
evaporator. In a typical LiBr-water absorption refrigeration system these values are
approximately close to 6 kPa at the high-pressure side and 0.8 kPa at the low-pressure end
for a solution concentration between 40% to 60% Lithium Bromide-water solution entering
the absorber then leading to the generator.
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Figure 2-1 Conventional Absorption Chiller (York Intl)
Liquid LiBr solution present in the absorber at low pressure has high affinity for water
vapor and absorbs water vapor emerging out of the evaporator. Absorption being an
exothermic process triggers phase change from vapor to liquid (takes places in the
absorber). This absorbent-refrigerant liquid solution is then pumped to the generator after
being heated through a heat exchanger. In the generator, water is separated from LiBr at
high pressure using an external heat source to boil water to steam, hence it is a highly
endothermic process. Steam goes to the condenser and the liquid LiBr hot solution returns
back to the absorber after passing through an expansion valve and loosing heat to the
relatively cold incoming solution, thus preheating the incoming solution. In the condenser,
refrigerant vapor is condensed to a saturated liquid state by loosing heat to the cooling
water. The saturated liquid refrigerant in the condenser enters the evaporator after passing
through an expansion valve.
Heat source for the generator is generally high temperature heat. Generator heat should be
supplied above a temperature of approximately 90C [4]. During the separation of the
refrigerant from the absorbent in the generator there maybe some of the absorbent molecules
with the refrigerant vapor evolved. However, the possibility of this phenomena occurring
with pure LiBr is unlikely since the boiling point of pure LiBr is 1282C [4], and hence can
be neglected. Since LiBr crystallizes at moderate temperatures and water is the refrigerant,
the system cannot be used for applications below 0C. Typically these systems have a
coefficient of performance of 0.65 [5].
2.1.1 Components ofAbsorption Refrigeration Cycle
Solution Pump - A dilute lithium bromide solution is collected in the bottom of the
absorber shell. From here, a solution pump moves the solution through a heat exchanger for
preheating. Figure 2-2 shows such a solution pump.
SOLUTION
HEAT EXCHANGER
Figure 2-2 Solution Pump (York Intl)
Generator - After exiting the heat exchanger, the dilute solution moves into the upper shell.
The solution surrounds a bundle of tubes, which carries either steam or hot water. The steam
or hot water transfers heat into the pool of dilute lithium bromide solution. The solution
boils, sending refrigerant vapor upward into the condenser and leaving behind concentrated
lithium bromide. The concentrated lithium bromide solution moves down to the heat
exchanger, where it is cooled by the weak solution being pumped up to the generator. Figure
2-3 depicts a conventional generator.
STEAM/HW
CONTROL VALVE
STEAM/HW
Figure 2-3 Conventional Generator
Condenser - The refrigerant vapor migrates to the condenser tube bundle. The refrigerant
vapor condenses on the tubes. The heat is removed by the cooling water, which moves
through the inside of the tubes. As the refrigerant condenses, it collects in a trough at the
bottom of the condenser as is shown in Figure 2-4.
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WATER
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Figure 2-4 Condenser (York Intl)
Evaporator - The refrigerant liquid moves from the condenser in the upper shell down to
the evaporator in the lower shell and is sprayed over the evaporator tube bundle. Due to the
extreme vacuum of the lower shell [6 mm Hg (0.8 kPa) absolute pressure], the refrigerant
liquid boils at approximately 3.6C, creating the refrigeration effect. Figure 2-5 represents
such an evaporator.
EUMMATOK
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Figure 2-5 Evaporator (York Intl)
Absorber - As the refrigerant vapor migrates to the absorber from the evaporator, the
strong lithium bromide solution from the generator is sprayed over the top of the absorber
tube bundle as shown in Figure 2-6. The strong lithium bromide solution pulls the
refrigerant vapor into solution, creating the extreme vacuum in the evaporator. The
absorption of the refrigerant vapor into the lithium bromide solution also generates heat,
which is removed by the cooling water. The now dilute lithium bromide solution collects in
the bottom of the lower shell, where it flows down to the solution pump. The chilling cycle
is now completed and the process begins once again.
Figure 2-6 Absorber (York Intl)
2.2 INTRODUCTION TO VORTEX ASSISTED GENERATOR
The schematic of the proposed vortex generator is shown in Fig.2-7. It comprised of two
chambers, the lower and upper chambers. The lower chamber is cylindrical with a tangential
inlet and tangential and a central outlet at bottom of the cylinder. The refrigerant-absorbent
liquid solution is pumped at a high velocity of approximately 30m/s through the tangential inlet
nozzle at a pressure close to saturation pressure, the fluid undergoes a swirling motion inside the
chamber. Due to the conservation of rotational momentum, the pressure is reduced at the center
at the chamber. As there is a reduction of pressure at the center, hence the refrigerant vapor
emerges out of the solution at a lower temperature. The refrigerant-depleted solution in the
lower chamber flows through the central outlet to the absorber. After the refrigerant vapor gets
separated from the refrigerant-absorbent solution it enters the upper chamber. The absorbent
rich solution exits the lower chamber of the vortex generator through the central outlet and
moves towards the solution heat exchanger. The upper chamber or chimney has a central inlet at
10
the bottom part and radial outlet at the top. The refrigerant vapor evolved in the lower chamber
enters the upper chamber through this central inlet and undergoes a pressure recovery. After the
pressure recovery in the upper chamber the refrigerant vapor enters the condenser through the
outlet in the upper chamber of the vortex-assisted generator.
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Figure 2-7 Simple Schematic ofVortex Generator
2.3 VORTEX FLOW THEORY
Ideally there are two different types of vortex flow, namely forced vortex and free vortex. A
forced vortex induces a flow in the surrounding fluids, which moves in concentric circles about
the vortex core and in which the fluid velocity is directly proportional to the radius. Figure 2-8
(a) illustrates a forced vortex, where vortex core is perpendicular to the plane of paper. A free
vortex induces a flow in the surrounding fluid, which moves in concentric circles about the
11
vortex core and in which the fluid velocity inversely proportional to radius. Fig. 2-8(b)
illustrates a free vortex flow.
Forced Vorfex
Rotational Flow
Free Vortex
Irrofational Flow
Figure 2-8(a) Forced Vortex (b) Free Vortex
In many applications vortex due to tangential entry of a highly viscous fluid at a velocity
approximately 30 m/s into the chamber [6], is a combination of forced and free vortex.
LiBr-Water solution is highly viscous and the flow produced by tangential injection in to the
vortex chamber produces a combination of free and forced vortex (Appendix C) [7]. In the
vortex generator the velocity increases with radius up to a critical radius, and decreases from
this point onwards till the wall as in shown in Figure 2-9 [6].
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Figure 2-9 Pressure and Velocity distribution in Vortex flow [1]
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2.3.1 Velocity Distributions
Velocity in a vortex motion could be resolved under three components namely vertical or axial
velocity, radial velocity and tangential velocity as shown in Figure 2-10. The most significant
component among these and hence subjected to most study is the tangential velocity.
At the point of entry in to the vortex chamber fluid particle's motion is entirely tangential
however afterwards it starts moving radialy inward due to the pressure differential. As a
result of this radialy inward movement towards the vortex core the particle's tangential
velocity decreases as it begins to pick up some axial velocity. At some time during it's
inward travel the particle crosses a threshold where the centrifugal force pushing out is
equal to the pressure pushing in, this threshold is called the inner radius. By the time the
fluid particle reaches the inner radius boundary it has circled the core dozens of times.
Axial Velocity
Figure 2-10 Velocities in a Vortex Flow.
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2.3.2 Tangential Velocity
The tangential velocity of the fluid in a free vortex increases as the radius decreases when
starting from the free vortex wall. Assuming there is complete conservation of momentum and
the axial velocity is negligible, from continuity equation we get.
VR = constant
However when the fluid is liquid the relationship changes to
(1.1)
VRn
= constant V.
Rn (1.2)
Here the value of n ranges from 0.5 to 1.
Thus it can be seen that as R approaches zero V approaches infinity. This does not occur in
practice as velocity obtains a maximum value at a central R and begins to fall with further
decrease in radius. The relationship in this case becomes corresponding to constant angular
velocity, that is solid body rotation.
^ 1 )
r.d* | Y
^ \ 1
r+dr)d<
I
r
1
\
\
\
\
1
_ A. _
Figure 2-11 Element of fluid in a rotating body
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In Fig.2-11 [8], if the pressure at the radius r is P hence the at radius r = r +dr the pressure
f dP ^
becomes Pr+dr = P+dr
or
The net pressure drop Prr+dr HF* (r dcp + dx dip)- p.r.dy balances the centrifugal
( l
acceleration of the element p r+dr
A 2
dq>dr.
V2
1 ,
r + -dr
2
Neglecting second order terms this becomes = - .
dr r
Integrating the above equation over r=R0 and r= Rc and using the relationship
VRn
=C (constant
) and Assuming p= constant.
CV2 RCC2
Jap=pJ^=pJ^
R-P=-
P-C2
Lc *0
2xnxD 2n
2n
Also C =VRn=V
'AV
V J
if a=-
V:
=axV; x
,2,
AP
2xn
'D ^
2n
, D0 ,
(1.3)
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This equation is applicable only in situations of steady state and inviscid flows. However LiBr-
water solution is a very viscous solution, hence to calculate the pressure drop in the vortex-
assisted generator will not give accurate results. To get a more accurate value for the pressure
drop toward the center in the vortex-assisted generator combined model of force and free vortex
must be investigated. No such experimental investigation has been carried out before for the
flow characteristics of LiBr solution in a vortex chamber. Developing a model for a complex
combined vortex flow would depend heavily on use of experimental data. Restrictions due to
the complex nature of the problem and lack of any exhaustive experimental information
currently have in effect limited the nature of this thesis work.
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3 CHAPTER THREE
SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT
3.1 COMPONENT MODELLING
The objective of this work is to develop a flexible user-oriented application, thus the code
developed had to be modular in nature, to enable the user to specify different cycle
configurations and hence different operating conditions. A typical absorption refrigeration
system is comprised of a number of standard components like absorber, evaporator,
generator, condenser, solution heat exchanger and solution pump. Each of these basic
components is simulated by providing the mathematical expressions governing the process
characteristics in that component. Equations such as conservation of mass of each species,
momentum and energy were used to develop an understanding of process in each of the
above mentioned components. The thermodynamic properties of the working fluids are
evaluated using different functions, depending upon the governing equations prevailing in
the component these function are called upon.
Each of the above mentioned components is treated as a control volume, with its own inputs
and outputs. The governing equations that were applied to each of these components to
provide a through understanding of the phenomena in that component are shown below.
18
Conservation of Total Mass:
EMi= (3.1)
i
Conservation ofMass for each specie (LiBr, Water, Steam):
EMiXi=0 (3.2)
i
Conservation ofEnergy:
Mihi= (3.3)
i
Shown below is detailed explanation of how these governing equation were applied to each
of the individual components.
3.1.1 Absorber
A strong liquid solution rich in absorbent concentration by weight enters the absorber as
represented by state point 6 in Fig. 3-1. This strong solution comes in contact with the
refrigerant vapor coming from the evaporator represented by state point 10 in Fig. 3-1 and
absorbs this refrigerant vapor. Since absorption is an exothermic process cooling is provided
in the absorber by shown in Fig. 3-1 as Q. After getting cooled the solution exits absorber as
shown in the Fig. 3-1 by state point 1.
19
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Figure 3-1 Absorber Mass and Energy balance
Mass Balance: overall M6+M10-M, =0
species M6X6 +M10X10 - M,X, = 0
Energy Balance: M^. +M.oh.Q-M^^Q
(3.4)
(3.5)
(3.6)
3.1.2 Generator
The generator is described schematically in Fig. 3-2. A weak liquid refrigerant-absorbent
solution enters the generator as shown by state point 3. This weak liquid solution receives
heat input from any process exhaust represented by Qi in the figure. Due to the heat input in
the generator, refrigerant vapors emerge from the solution and leave the generator heading
for condenser, this is depicted by state point 7 in the figure. This can be more appreciated by
the fact that boiling point of Lithium Bromide(s) in
1282 C. The strong absorbent rich
solution returns to the absorber as shown by state point 4, after passing through the solution
heat exchanger.
20
Figure 3-2 GeneratorMass and Energy balance
Mass Balance: overall M7 +M4 - M3 = 0
species M7X7 +M4X4 - M3X3 = 0
(3.7)
(3.8)
Energy Balance: M7h7+M4h4-M3h3 =Q input (3.9)
3.1.3 Solution Heat Exchanger
The heat exchanger is shown in Figure 3-3 is referred to as solution heat exchanger in
absorption refrigeration system's terminology. The hot liquid absorbent rich solution
returning from the generator enters the solution heat exchanger at point 4 in Figure 3-3 and
leaves at point 5 after transferring heat to relatively cold absorbent-refrigerant liquid
solution coming out of the absorber. In the cold side, the weak absorbent refrigerant liquid
solution enters the solution heat exchanger at point 2 and leaves after gaining heat at point 3.
21
HEAT- EXCHANGER
Figure 3-3 SHX Mass and Energy balance
Energy Balance: M4( h4 - h5) = M2( h3 - h2) (3.9)
Effectiveness (e): s =-P^ OR )4 Tg(
(T4-T2) (T4-T2) (3.10)
3.1.4 Condenser
Shown in Figure 3-4, is schematic description of a condenser. Water vapor that is saturated
or superheated at the condenser pressure enters at state 7. If superheated, it is first cooled to
the condensing temperature, the condensation process takes place between condensing
temperature and state point 8. Q in the Fig.3-4 depicts the cooling water load for this process
below. The condensate leaves the condenser at point 8 in Figure 3-4 as a saturated liquid.
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Figure 3-4 Condenser Mass and Energy balance
Mass Balance: overall M7 - M8 = 0 (3.11)
Energy Balance: M7(h7-h8)=Q (3.12)
3.1.5 Evaporator
Figure 3-5 shows a schematic representation of a typical evaporator. A subcooled liquid or
saturated vapor-liquid mixture enters the evaporator at point 9 as shown in the Fig. 3-5. If
subcooled the liquid first reaches the evaporation temperature, the evaporation process takes
place at this temperature. The heat for this process of evaporation is known as the
refrigeration effect and is depicted in the Figure 3-5 as RE. After evaporating water vapor
leaves the evaporator at point 10 as saturated vapor.
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Figure 3-5 EvaporatorMass and Energy balance
Mass Balance: overall M9 - M10 = 0 (3.13)
Energy Balance: M9(h10-h9)=RE (3.14)
3.1.6 Valve
The expansion valve is schematically described in Figure 3-6 below. Liquid or liquid-vapor
mixture enters the expansion valve at state point 5 in the figure and expands to a lower
pressure yielding saturated vapor or liquid-vapor. After expanding to a lower pressure it
exits the valve at state point 6.
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f(High Pressure)
ILow Pressure)
Figure 3-6 Expansion Valve
Mass Balance: overall M6 - M5 = 0 (3.15)
Energy Balance: M6(h6-h5)=0 (3.16)
3.1.7 Pump
The solution pump is schematically described in Figure 3-7 below. Liquid stream at low
pressure enters the pump at state point 1 in the figure, and is pumped to a higher pressure.
After attaining a higher pressure due to pumping, the liquid exits the pump at state point 2 in
Figure 3-7. M and W represent the mass flow rate and the pumping power respectively for
performing the above operation.
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Figure 3-7 Solution Pump
For isentropic process: W = Mx(P2-P,) (3.17)
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3.2 NUMERICAL SCHEMES FOR PROPERTIES OF LiBr SOLUTION
3.2.1 Enthalpy
Knowing the solution temperature and solution composition at a given point the saturation
enthalpy of the solution at that point is found. This correlation was taken from a paper on
Numerical Fits of the Properties of Lithium Bromide-Water Solutions, published in ASHRAE
Transactions [9]. It is an extension of the work that currently appears in the Refrigerants section
of the annual ASHRAE Fundamentals, originally published by McNeely in 1979. Shown below
is a JAVA function which takes two parameters of JAVA double type of variable representing
temperature (TO in C and concentration (Xi) in % by weight of the solution respectively at a
given point and returns the saturation enthalpy (h) at that given point as a String type variable.
The JAVA function presented below represents the formula shown below:-
h^^n^+bn^T +C.X-T2 (3.18)
n=0
Where h is the saturation enthalpy in U/kg at given temperature (T) in C and concentration (X)
in % by weight. Values of an, b and cn are provided below
ao=-2024.33;ai=163.309;a2=-4.88161;a3=0.06302948;a4=-0.0002913705;
bo=18.2829;bi=-1.1691757;b2=0.03248184;b3=-0.0004034184;b4=0.0000018520569;
c0=-0.037008214;c ,=0.0028877666;c2=-0.00008 1313015 ;c3=0.00000099 1 16628 ;
c4=-4.4441207e"09;
public String Enthalpy(double tl,double xl)
{
double enthalpy;
double ah0=-2024.33;
double ahl=163.309;
double ah2=-4.88161;
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double ah3=0.06302948;
double ah4=-0.0002913705;
double bh0=l8.2829;
double bhl=-l. 1691757;
double bh2=0.03248184;
double bh3=-0.0004034184;
double bh4=0.0000018520569;
double ch0=-0.037008214;
double ch1=0.0028877666;
double ch2=-0.0000813 13015;
double ch3=0.000000991 16628;
double ch4=-4.4441207e-09;
double ttl=tl;
double xx l=xl;
double suma = ahO + ahl * xxl + ah2 * Math.pow(xxl,2) + ah3 * Math.pow(xxl,3) +
ah4*Math.pow(xxl,4);
double sumb = bhO + bhl * xxl + bh2 * Math.pow(xx 1,2) + bh3 * Math.pow(xxl,3) +
bh4*Math.pow(xx 1 ,4) ;
double sumc = chO + chl * xxl + ch2 * Math.pow(xxl,2) + ch3 * Math.pow(xxl,3) +
ch4*Math.pow(xx 1 ,4);
enthalpy=suma + sumb *ttl+ sumc* Math.pow(ttl,2);
String Senthalpy;
Senthalpy=Double.toString(enthalpy);
return Senthalpy;
}
The total energy content of the saturated solution (E) in kJ/s or kW at a given temperature (T)
and concentration (X) is determined by multiplying the specific enthalpy (h) calculated above
by mass flow rate of the solution (m) in kg/s at that point. Shown below is a JAVA function
that provides the total energy as output by taking two input parameters; first being specific
enthalpy in a string format and second as mass flow rate as double type of data. This function
returns the total energy content as a string.
public String Energy(String Senthalpy,double mass)
{
Float fenthalpy=Float.valueOf(Senthalpy);
double energy.enthalpy;
enthalpy=fenthalpy.doubleValue();
energy=mass*enthalpy;
String Senergy;
Senergy=Double.toString(energy);
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return Senergy;
}
3.2.2 Saturation Temperature
Knowing the solution pressure and solution composition at a given point the saturation
temperature of the solution at that point is found. This correlation is also taken from a paper on
Numerical Fits of the Properties of Lithium Bromide-Water Solutions, published in ASHRAE
Handbook [9]. It is also an extension of the work that currently appears in the Refrigerants
section of the annual ASHRAE Fundamentals, originally published by McNeely in 1979.
Provided below is a JAVA function that takes two parameters of JAVA double type of variable
representing pressure (P) in kPa and concentration (X) in % by weight of the solution
respectively at a given point. Based on these input parameters the function calculates the
saturation temperature (Tsat) in C at that given point as a double type variable.
The JAVA function presented below represents the formulas shown below: -
2xe
d + [d2-4e(C-logP)]u
T'=
, ., , _ , ^l0, (3-19)
T = Jb/+anxT (3.20)
n=0
Where T is the saturation temperature in C at the given pressure (P) in kPa and concentration
(x) in % by weight. Values of an, bn , c, d and e are provided below
ao=-2.00755; a,=0.16976; a2=-0.003 133362; a3=0.0000197668;
b0=124.937; b,=-7.71649; b2=0.152286; b3=-0.00079509;
c=7.05; d=-1596.49; e=-104095.5;
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public void tsat(double p,double x)
{
double tsat;
double c=7.05;
double d=-1596.49;
double ee=-104095.5;
double a0=-2.00755;
double a1=0. 16976;
double a2=-0.003 133362;
double a3=0.0000197668;
double b0=124.937;
double bl=-7.71649;
double b2=0. 152286;
double b3=-0.00079509;
try{
double suma=a0+ al*x + a2*Math.pow(x,2) + a3* Math.pow(x,3);
double sumb=b0+ bl*x + b2*Math.pow(x,2) +b3*Math.pow(x,3);
double tp=-(2.0*ee/(d+Math.pow(d*d-4.0*ee*(c-Math.log(p)/Math.log(10.00)),0.5)))-
273.15;
tsat=sumb+tp*suma;
}
catch(Exception e)
{
System.out.println("Error");
}
}
Once the saturation temperature is known at the given pressure and solution composition, we
can calculate the specific enthalpy (h) at the given point by calling the Enthalpy function
provided in the previous section of this thesis. After the specific enthalpy (h) of the solution is
found this value is multiplied by the mass flow rate of the solution and total energy is obtained.
Hence, for a given solution pressure and concentration at a point the total energy is obtained by
the above procedure.
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3.2.3 Saturation Pressure
If the solution temperature and solution composition at a given point is known the saturation
pressure of the solution at that point can be found. This correlation was taken from a paper on
Numerical Fits of the Properties of Lithium Bromide-Water Solutions, published in ASHRAE
Transactions [10]. This is also an extension of the work that currently appears in the
Refrigerants section of the annual ASHRAE Fundamentals, originally published by McNeely in
1979. Shown below is a JAVA function which takes two parameters of JAVA double type of
variable representing temperature (TO in C and concentration (X) in % by weight of the
solution respectively at a given point and returns the Pressure (P) in kPa at that given point as a
String type variable.
Since the saturation temperature and solution composition are known, we can calculate the
specific enthalpy (h) at the given point by calling the Enthalpy function provided in previous
section of this thesis. After the specific enthalpy (h) of the solution is found this value is
multiplied by the mass flow rate of the solution and total energy is obtained. Hence, for a given
temperature and concentration of the solution at a point the total energy is obtained along with
the saturation pressure by using the above procedure.
The JAVA function presented below represents the equations shown below :-
(T-JXX")
o
(i>nx-)
o
Where P is the pressure in kPa, T and
T'
are the solution and refrigerant temperaturesC andK
respectively. X represents the solution concentration in % by weight. Values of an, bn,c,d and e
are provided below
T'= ^ (3.21) also LogP = C + +^j (3.22)
D E
r t
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ao=-2.00755;ai=0.16976;a2=-0.003133362;a3=0.0000197668;
b0=124.937;bi=-7.71649;b2=0.152286;b3=-0.00079509;
c=7.05;d=-1596.49;e=-104095.5;
public String pressure(double t,double x)
{
double press;
double a0=-2.00755;
double al=0. 16976;
double a2=-0.003133362;
double a3=0.0000197668;
double b0=124.937;
double bl=-7.71649;
double b2=0. 152286;
double b3=-0.00079509;
double c=7.05;
double d=-1596.49;
double ee=-104095.5;
double tpk;
String
Spress=" ";
try{
double suma=aO+ al*x + a2 * Math.pow(x,2) +a3* Math.pow(x,3);
double sumb=bO+ bl*x + b2*Mafh.pow(x,2)+ b3*Math.pow(x,3);
double tp=(t- sumb)/(suma);
tpk=tp+273.15;
press=Math.pow(10,(c+d/tpk+ee/(Math.pow(tpk,2))));
Spress=Double.toString(press);
}
catch(Exception e)
{
System.out.println("ERROR");
}
return Spress;
}
3.2.4 Solution Density
For a given solution temperature and composition at a point, the saturation density of the
solution at that point can be found. This correlation was taken from a paper on Numerical Fits
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of the Properties of Lithium Bromide-Water Solutions, published in ASHRAE Transactions
[10]. This is also an extension of the work that currently appears in the Refrigerants section of
the annual ASHRAE Fundamentals, originally published by McNeely in 1979. Shown below is
a JAVA function which takes two parameters of JAVA String type of variable representing
temperature (TO in C and concentration (X) in % by weight of the solution respectively at a
given point and returns the density (p) in kg/m3 at that given point as a Double type of variable.
Once the density of solution is known, we can calculate the mass flow rate at the given point by
multiplying it with the volumetric flow rate available from the flow meters placed in the test
stand. After the specific enthalpy (h) of the solution is found this value is multiplied by the mass
flow rate of the solution and thus the total energy is obtained. Hence, for a given solution
temperature and concentration at a point the total energy along with the density is found by
using the above procedure.
The JAVA function presented below represents the equations shown below:-
p = a + a,X +
a2X2- (b + cX) (3.23)
Where p is the density in kg/m3, T and X are the solution temperature C and concentration (X)
in % by weight respectively. Values of an, b and c are provided below
a=1145.36;ai=4.7084;a2=0. 137479;
b=33.3393;c=0.571749;
public double LiBr_Density(String t,String x)
{
double density;
double temp.xl;
temp=stringconv(t);
xl= stringconv(x);
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density=1145.36+(4.7084*xl)+(0.137479*xl*xl)-(((temp+273)/(100))*(
33.3393+0.571749*xl));
return density/1000;
}
3.2.5 Solution Specific Heat
For a given solution temperature and composition at a given point, the specific heat of the
solution at that point can be found. Shown below is a JAVA function which takes two
parameters of JAVA double type of variable representing temperature (T) in C and
concentration (X) in % by weight of the solution respectively at a given point and returns the
specific heat (Cp) in kJ/kg-C at that given point as a double type of variable. In the function
shown below, the first input parameter is temperature at that given point and the second input is
the solution composition at that point. The enthalpies of solution are calculated at the given
solution composition (X) and at temperatures of 0.00005 C of the input temperature (T).
Difference of these enthalpy values is divided by 0.0001 in order to obtain the rate of change of
enthalpy with respect to temperature at the given solution composition. This rate of change
represents the specific heat of the solution at that solution temperature (T) and composition (X).
The JAVA function presented below represents the following set of equations:
AT = (T + 0.00005)- (T - 0.00005) and Cp =
(EnthalPy)t+o.oooo^(Enthalpy)t_aoooo5 ^^
In the above set of equations T represents the temperature of the solution in C and (Cp)
represents the specific heat in kJ/kg-C. Enthalpy of the solution in U/kg is calculated by using
the set of equations presented in previous section of this thesis.
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public double spheat(double t,double x)
{
double dt = 0.0001;
double tp = t + dt/2.0;
double tm = t - dt/2.0;
double dhdt;
try{
double hp = stringconv(Enthalpy(tp,x));
double hm = stringconv(Enthalpy(tm,x));
dhdt = (hp - hm)/dt;
} catch(java.lang.NumberFormafException e) {
dhdt = 0.0;
}
return dhdt;
}
3.2.6 Solution Composition
For a given solution temperature and pressure at a point, the composition of the solution at that
point can be found. Shown below is a JAVA function that takes two parameters of JAVA
double type of variable representing temperature (T) in C and pressure (P) in kPa respectively
at a point and returns the concentration (X) in % by weight of the solution at that given point as
a double type of variable. In the function presented below the first input parameter represents
the temperature of the solution and the second input is the pressure of the solution. The
concentration of the solution is calculated in an iterative manner, the initial value chosen for the
concentration of the solution is 55% by weight. The initial increment step size for solution
concentration is chosen as 0.001 % the convergence criterion was set for a residual value of less
than 0.0001. At the given pressure (P) and a value of 55% solution composition the saturation
temperature is calculated using Eq. (3.19). The value of pressure p is kept fixed, solution
concentration is incremented by 0.001 and the saturation temperature is calculated again. Thus
the rate of change of saturation temperature of the solution at the given pressure and between
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the concentrations of Xi (55%) and X2 (X,+0.001) is obtained by dividing the difference in
saturation temperatures by the change in composition of solution (X2-X0- The value of X2 is
stored in Xi and X2 is incremented by 0.001. Thus by keeping the slope of the line fixed, twenty
such iterations are performed in order to traverse on this constant slope until the third poinl
P(T,X) falls in between the line joining the points Pi (Ti,X0 and P2(T2,X2).
i
T
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Figure 3-8 T-X -P Approximation
The JAVA function represents the following equation and is clarified in Fig 3-8:
JIZII)-^)
orX = X1 +
(T-VX(X\"Xl) (3-25)
(x-x.) (x2-x,) (t2-t)
public double xmsat(double t, double p)
{
double n = 0.0;
double xdel = 0.001;
double eps = 0.0001;
double xnl = 55.00;
double txnl,xn2=0,txn2;
try
{
txnl =tsat(p,xnl);//m
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xn2 = xnl +xdel;
txn2 = tsat(p,xn2); //m
xn2 = xnl - xdel * (txnl - t)/(txn2 - txnl);
while (Math.abs ( xn2 - xnl ) > eps) {
xnl =xn2;
n = n + 1;
if(n==20){
xn2 = -9999.0; //Did not converge
}
txnl =tsat(p,xnl);//m
xn2 = xnl + xdel;
txn2 = tsat(p,xn2); //m
xn2 = xnl + xdel * (t-txnl)/(txn2 - txnl);
}
}
catch(Exception e)
{ System.out.print("ERROR"); }
return xn2;
}
3.3 Numerical Schemes For Properties of Steam andWater
3.3.1 Enthalpy
For a given temperature of steam at a given point, the enthalpy of steam at that point can be
found. This correlation was taken from a book on refrigeration on air-conditioning by Dr CP
Arora [11], published in 1997 by McGraw-Hill. This equation is a numerical fit of the data
provided in steam tables. Shown below is a JAVA function that has a single input parameter of
JAVA double type of variable representing temperature (T) in C and returns the enthalpy of
steam (h) in kJ/kg at that given point as a String type of variable.
The JAVA function represents the equations shown below:-
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h = 2501 + (1.88 xT) (3.26)
Where h is the specific enthalpy in kJ/kg and t is the temperature in C.
public String EnthalpySteam(double t)
{
double enthalpy,energy;
enthalpy=(2501)+(1.88*t);
String Senthalpy;
Senthalpy=Double . toS tring(enthalpy) ;
return Senthalpy;
}
The total energy content of steam (E) in kJ/s or kW at a given temperature (t) is determined by
multiplying the specific enthalpy (h) in U/s calculated above by mass flow rate of the solution
(m) in kg/s at that point. Provided below is a JAVA function that provides the total energy as
output and takes two input parameters first being specific enthalpy in a string format and second
as mass flow rate as double type variable. This function returns the total energy content as a
string.
public String EnergySteam(String Senthalpy,double mass)
{
Float fenthalpy=Float.valueOf(Senthalpy);
double energy,enthalpy;
enthalpy=fenthalpy.doubleValue();
energy=mass*enthalpy;
String Senergy;
Senergy=Double.toString(energy);
return Senergy;
}
3.3.2 Saturation Temperature
For a given pressure of water at a given point, the saturation temperature of water at that
point can be found. The function uses the formulations for general and scientific usage
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provided by the International Association for the Properties of Water and Steam (IAPWS).
The latest IAPWS release and more information is available on the IAPWS website at
www.iapws.org. These equations are a numerical fit of the data provided in regular steam
tables. Shown below is a JAVA function that has a single input parameter of JAVA String
type of variable representing pressure (P) in kPa and returns the saturation temperature of
water (T) inC at that given point as a String type of variable.
The JAVA function represents the formula shown below:-
T = ;
57- 273.15 (3.27)
d +
[d2-4xex(c-Log10p)]05
Where t is the saturation temperature of water in C at the given pressure (P) represented in kPa.
Corresponding values of c, d and e are provided below:
If the value of pressure (P) in kPa is less than or equals to the value of 0.6108 kPa then the
corresponding values of c, d and e are c=9.4372027; d=-2609.14446; e =-7402.86714. Else, if
the value the value of pressure (P) in kPa is less than or equals to the value of 101.33 kPa then
the corresponding values of c, d and e are c=7.08255409; d=-1624. 125012; e =-100801.502.
public String SafTempWater(String Sp)
{
double C=0,D=0,E=0,p;
Float fp=Float.valueOf(Sp);
p=fp.doubleValue();
p=p-0.008;
if(p<=0.6108)
{
C=9.4372027;
D=-2609. 14446;
E=-7402.86714;
}
else{
if(p<=101.33)
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C=7.08255409;
D=-1624.125012;
E=-100801.502;
}
}
double tWat0,tWat;
try{
tWatO=-2*E/(D+Math.pow(Math.pow(D,2)-4*E*(C-Math.log(p)/Math.log(10)),0.5));
tWat=tWatO-273.15;
}
catch(Exception ex){tWat=0.0;}
String StWat=" ";
StWat=Double.toString(tWat);
return StWat;
}
3.3.3 Saturation Pressure
For a given temperature of water at a given point, the saturation pressure of water at that
point can be found. The function also uses the formulations for general and scientific usage
provided by the International Association for the Properties ofWater and Steam (IAPWS).
As mentioned above the latest IAPWS release and more information is available on the
IAPWS website at www.iapws.org. These equations are a numerical fit of the data provided
in regular steam tables. Shown below is a JAVA function that has a single input parameter
of JAVA String type of variable representing pressure (P) in kPa and returns the saturation
temperature of water (T) in C at that given point as a String type of variable.
The JAVA function represents the formula shown below : -
lp = Log(10)x c x4e
d2-
( ~2i
t + 273.15
And p =
elp
(3.28)
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Where P is the saturation pressure represented in kPa at the given saturation temperature (T) of
water in C. Corresponding values of c, dand e are provided below:
If the value of temperature (T) in C is less than or equals to the value of 0 C then the
corresponding values of c, d and e are c = 9.4372027; d = -2609.14446; e = -7402.86714.
If the value of temperature (T) in C is less than or equals to the value of 100 C then the
corresponding values of c, d and e are c = 7.08255409; d = -1624.125012; e = -100801.502.
Else, if the value the value of temperature (T) in C is greater than the value of 100 C then
the corresponding values of c, d and e are c = 7.097293315; d = -1656.057757; e =
90800.60157.
public double pWat(double t)
{
double lp,C,D,E;
double p = 0.0;
if (t <= 0.0) {
C = 9.4372027;
D = -2609.14446;
E = -7402.86714;
}
else {
if (t <= 100.0)
{
C = 7.08255409;
D = -1624.125012;
E = -100801.502;
}
else {
C = 7.097293315;
D = -1656.057757;
E = -90800.60157;
}
}
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try {
lp = Math.log(10)*(C-(l/(4*E)*(Math.pow(D,2)-(Math.pow(((-2*E/(t + 273.15))-
D),2)))));
p = Math.exp(lp);
}
catch (Exception e)
{
p = 0.0;
}
return p;
}
3.4 Modeling Absorption Chiller with Vortex Generator
An absorption refrigeration system, with a vortex generator using LiBr-Water has all the
components in a conventional absorption chiller except the generator. The vortex generator
replaces the conventional generator in an absorption refrigeration chiller. All other
components are the same as in a conventional refrigeration system. The solution is pumped
in at a high velocity of approximately 30 m/s, enters the vortex chamber tangentially. This
causes a strong swirling flow of the solution in the vortex chamber. This strong swirling
flow in the generator causes a pressure drop towards the center of the generator. When the
pressure toward the center of the chamber drops below the saturation pressure of the
solution the refrigerant vapors emerge, thus the separating of the refrigerant from the
absorbent. In order to augment the process of vapor generation in the generator some heat
energy is also required. The saturation temperature of the solution is a function of pressure
and decreases with reducing pressure, thus the separation of the refrigerant from the
absorbent takes place at a lower temperature toward the center of the vortex chamber. This
allows the use of waste heat available at a lower temperature for separating the refrigerant
from the absorbent in the generator. The vortex assisted absorption refrigeration system is
more efficient when using waste heat available at a lower temperature. Due to the
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complexities associated in the mathematical modeling of vortex generator as explained in
chapter 2 of this thesis, an experimental test stand as explained in previous section was
build. Analysis of the system was done based the experimental data obtained from the test
stand. Live data acquired from the test stand, using sensors at different positions, was fed
into the computer using Labview. Software was developed using JAVA, in order to provide
an analysis of this real-time data available.
3.4.1 Test Stand Description
A test stand was built was built for proof of concept to determine whether the vortex
assisted generator could use the low temperature waste heat and extract the refrigerant vapor
from the LiBr-Water weak solution more efficiently than a conventional generator. This
experimental setup does not have all the components typically present in a conventional
absorption refrigeration cycle. The schematic of such a system is shown in Figure 3-9.
The test stand presented in Figure 3-9 comprises of a vortex-assisted generator, condenser,
evaporator, solution heat exchanger and heat rejecter. This test stand differs from the
conventional absorption refrigeration cycle, it does not have an evaporator and a
conventional absorber. The evaporator is eliminated since no cold water is being produced.
In addition to what would be the absorber in a conventional system is replaced a mixing
chamber that combines the liquid refrigerant coming out of the condenser with the strong
hot solution rich in LiBr returning back from the vortex generator.
The heat input given in two forms, upstream of the vortex chamber generator is an inline-
circulating heater through which a measurable amount of heat is added to the solution, also
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there are twelve cartridge heaters embedded in the bottom of the generator. Each of these
cartridge heaters uses electrical energy as input generates 0.5 kW of heat energy. These two
sources of heat input simulate low quality waste heat from a process exhaust, such as low
temperature industrial waste heat in the range of 60C and 99C.
As there is no conventional absorber and hence no cooling tube bundles for cooling the
solution, a heat rejecter is used in order to remove heat from the solution after the mixing
chamber. Heat rejecter provides us with the ability to control the temperature of the solution
before it reaches the pump. It is important to control the solution temperature and make sure
that it reaches the pump inlet in liquid state rather than as a vapor, to avoid cavitation.
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Figure 3-9 Schematic of the test stand
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Sensors
As is shown in Figure 3-9, the test stand has 21 thermocouples represented in the figure as
Tj through T2i providing the temperature at each of those locations in C, also there are two
flow meters providing the volumetric flow rate at points F and G. The test also has 5
pressure transducers positioned at points A, B, C, D and E providing the value of pressure at
these 5 points.
3.4.2 Pressure Sensors
To measure the pressure in psig at the pump outlet, a WIKA ECO-Tronic pressure sensor
with an output range of 0-200psig and a 0-10V was placed at point B in Figure 3-9. Since
the system operates at a low vacuum of around 1.00 psia, three WIKA S-10 pressure sensors
operating between 0-30 inches of mercury vacuum and 4-20mA output were positioned at
points C, D, and E in Figure 3-9. These three pressure sensors provide the pressure in inches
ofmercury at points C, D and E in the test stand.
3.4.3 Flow Meters
A Flocat C-OK45-DLCO-112 flow meter with an output range of 4-20mA and 0.8-80.0
gallons/hour was positioned at solution pump outlet, represented as point F in Fig. 3-9. This
flow meter returns the solution flow rate in gallons/hour at point F in Figure 3-9. However
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in order to measure the flow of water at condenser outlet in milliliters/minute, a Flocat C-
LA10-C009-2 volumetric flow meter was positioned at point G in Figure 3-9. This flow
meter has an output range in between of 4-20mA and 10-200 milliliters/minute.
3.4.4 Temperature Sensors
OMEGA CO-3T T-type Copper-Constantan cement-on, fast response thermocouples were
used in order to measure the temperature in C at points represented by T through T2i in
Figure 3-9. Since the system operates in a very low pressure, any fittings inside the system
were avoided. The thermocouples were affixed outside the stainless steel tubes transporting
the fluid and were well insulated. It is assumed that the temperature outside the stainless
tube reflects accurately the temperature of fluid inside the tube at that point.
3.5 PERFORMANCE OF TEST STAND
Data is taken from each of these sensors every 3 seconds and stored in the form of a text
file. This stored data is processed and an analysis of system performance is obtained using
software developed using JAVA. Presented below in this section are the equations for
conservation of mass, species and energy applied to each of the individual components in
order to evaluate the system performance.
3.5.1 Condenser
M21 =M20 (3.29)
Qc=M21xh21-M20xh20 (3.30)
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The equation (3.29) and (3.30) presented above represent the equations for conservation of
mass and energy respectively, applied to condenser shown in Fig. 3-9. M2! and hence M2o is
obtained as a product of the volumetric flow rate provided by the flow meter located at G
and the density of the fluid at that point. After the mass flow rate of water is obtained the
cooling water load was determined as the product of the mass flow rate and difference in the
enthalpies between the points 21 and 20 as is presented in Eq. (3.30). Since the fluid at point
21 is steam, function returning the enthalpy of steam as described in previous section, is
used to evaluate the enthalpy at this point. However the function returning the enthalpy of
water is used to evaluate the enthalpy of fluid at point 20.
3.5.2 Mixer
M7=M5-M6 (3.31)
Energy coming in:M6xh6+M7xh7 (3.32)
Energy going out: M5 x h5 (3.33)
Species Balance: Y = (3-34)F
(M5-M6)
When the equation for conservation of mass, species and energy were applied to mixing
chamber shown in Figure 3-9, equations (3.31) through (3.34) are obtained. In Eq. (3.31) the
value for mass flow rate at point 6 Me is equal to that at point 20 in Figure 3-9. However,
the value of M5, representing the mass flow rate at point 5 in Figure 3-9, is obtained as a
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product of the volumetric flow rate read at point F in Figure 3-9, and the density of
absorbent-refrigerant solution at that point.
The enthalpy at point 5 is calculated by using and is obtained as a function of temperature
and the composition of the absorbent-refrigerant solution at that point as explained in
previous section of this thesis. Since, the LiBr-water solution is measured in the experiment,
thus the composition of the solution at point 5 is known. The enthalpy at point 6 is evaluated
using the enthalpy function for water. However, the enthalpy of the solution at point 7 is
determined using the composition of solution and the temperature at that point. The
composition of solution at point 7 is determined using Eq. (3.34) where X and Y represent
the compositions of solution at points 5 and 7 in Figure 3-9 respectively.
3.5.3 Vortex Generator
M14=M13+M19 (3.35)
Energy coming In: M14xh14 (3.36)
Energy Out with Solution: M13 xh13 (3.37)
Energy Out with Steam: M19 xh19 = M21 xh19 (3.38)
Heat Input:M14xh]4=M14xhu (3.39)
Applying the equation for conservation of mass species and energy to the vortex generator
resulted in Eqs. (3.35) through (3.39). The enthalpy of the absorbent-refrigerant solution coming
into the generator is calculated as a function of the inlet temperature and the solution
composition X at point 14 in Figure 3-9. The enthalpy of steam coming out the generator at
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point 19 is evaluated by using the function discussed in previous section of this thesis. The
enthalpy of the hot solution returning from the generator is found as a function of the solution
composition Y and the corresponding temperature at point 13 in Figure 3-9. The solution
composition Y at point 13 is determined by using Eq. (3.34)provided in the previous section.
3.6 MODELING A CONVENTIONAL ABSORPTION CHILLER
In order to analyze and simulate how an absorption chiller behaves, it is necessary to
perform energy balance of the system at different operating conditions. Based on the input,
values of the chosen operating parameters an energy balance of a typical absorption chiller
along with its capacity and coefficient of performance (COP) are provided in this section.
The model of heat and mass transfer developed in this section is applicable to a single stage
absorption chiller.
3.6.1 Assumptions
> A steady state solution for a single stage absorption cycle exists.
> The temperature of the refrigerant vapor (water vapor) leaving the generator equals the
temperature of the strong solution returning from the generator.
> The pressure drops in the individual components are negligible.
> The pressure drop including the entrance, exit losses in the piping system joining the
different components are negligible.
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> The system is considered as a feasible system when operating solution composition is
between 45% and 70% to avoid crystallization in the entire cycle.
> The heat gained by the refrigerant in the evaporator equals the heat lost by the water
entering at the specified room temperature.
> The heat gained by the cooling water in the condenser and absorber equals the heat lost
by the refrigerant vapor and solution respectively in each of these components.
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Figure 3-10 Conventional Absorption Chiller
A model based on heat and mass transfer for a single stage absorption refrigeration system
using Lithium Bromide as absorbent and water as refrigerant as shown in Fig. 3-10 is
presented. The model developed requires some simple input values describing the cycle
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based upon these input values the operating conditions at different components, along with
the refrigeration effect and coefficient of performance for the entire cycle is calculated.
3.6.2 Required Input Values
^ The temperature of cold water, Tcoid in C, generated in the evaporator.
^ The room temperature, Troom in C at which the cycle operates.
^" The low pressure, Piow in kPa, prevailing in the evaporator and hence also in the
absorber.
^ The concentration of the solution X as percentage by weight of the solution at the
absorber outlet, as depicted by point 1 in Fig. 3-10.
> The mass flow rate of the absorbent-refrigerant solution, Msotin in kg/s also at point 1 in
Fig. 3-10.
> The effectiveness 8 of the solution heat exchanger is also required as input.
> The high pressure, Phigh in kPa, prevailing in the generator and hence also in condenser.
> Qg representing the amount heat supplied in kW at the generator is also required.
The equations of conservation of mass and energy for each component as developed in
section 3.1 of this thesis when applied to the system represented by Fig. 3-10 gives the
results in the following equations.
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3.6.3 Pump
\ir ^soltn X V high "low /w=
0^1555 <3-40>
In the above equation M soitn, Phigh and Piow are input values and hence are known to us, the
only unknown term on the right hand side of the equation is pi. Since Piow and X the
pressure and solution composition respectively at point 1 is know, the saturation temperature
Ti is calculated by calling the temperature function defined in previous section. After the
temperature T is obtained the density pi is obtained by calling the density function also
defined in chapter 2. Density function returns the density of the solution in
kg/m3 for a given
solution composition and temperature.
Also the enthalpy of the solution at the pump output is:
W
h2=h1+^ (3.41)
Msoltn
The unknown term on right side of Eq. (3.41) is hi, representing the specific enthalpy of the
solution at point 1 in Fig. 3-10. Specific enthalpy hi is obtained using the enthalpy function,
which returns the specific enthalpy of the solution at a point for given temperature and
concentration. After hi is obtained, the specific enthalpy at point 2, h2, is calculated using
the Eq. (3.41). However, to obtain the temperature T2 of the solution at point 2, a numerical
scheme is used to solve Eq. (3.42).
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/(Ta,X)=h1+-^- (3.42)
A converged solution to Eq. (3.42) is obtained when the residual is less than 0.001 in
magnitude.
3.6.4 Solution Heat Exchanger
T3-T2
T-T2
T3=xT4+T2(l-e) (3.43)
If the term T2 (l - e) is represented by K, Eq. (3.43) becomes
T3=sxT4+K (3.44)
3.6.5 Generator and Absorber
Msoltn=M3=M4+M7
Qg+Q3=Q4+Q7
M4xh4=Qg+M3xh3-M7xh7 (3.45)
If Y represents the composition of solution at point 4, we get the following:
M4=xM34
y
3
M7 = XM3
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Substituting this equation back in Eq. (3.45):
M3x '2T xh4=Qg+M3xh3-ft.*}xM3xh7 (3.46)
Using Eq. (3.44) the equation (3.46) as is written as:
X^
YJ
'X^
Qg+M3x(Cp)3x(exT4+K)-M3x 1-- x(hX -M3 x - x(Cp)4xT4 =0 (3.47)
vYy
(Cp)3=/[(exT4+K),X]
Y = /[T4,Phigh]
h7=/(T4)
(Cp)4=/[Y,T4J
In the above equation the values of Qg, M3, X, e, K are know to us, however the values of
other variables are obtained as a function of T4, X and Phigh- Thus the equation shown above
is solved for T4 using a simple iterative numerical scheme. A converged solution for T4 is
obtained if the magnitude of the residue is less than 0.01.
After a converged solution is obtained for T4, values of all other operating parameters at
points 3, 4, 5, 6 and 7 are evaluated by using the functions provided in chapter 3 of this
thesis.
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3.6.6 Condenser
Energy in with steam: Mw xh7 (3.48)
Energy out with water: Mw xh8 (3.49)
Cooling required: Qc = Mw x (h7 - h8 ) (3.50)
In Eq. (3.48) the mass flow rate of steam coming in to the generator is obtained from by
calling the enthalpy function for steam. As mentioned in previous section the enthalpy
function takes the temperature as input and returns enthalpy of steam at that point.
In Eq. (3.49) the enthalpy of water coming out condenser is calculated by first obtaining the
saturation temperature of water at high pressure Phigh using temperature function for water as
was explained previously. Once the saturation temperature is obtained the enthalpy function
for water is used. This function returns the enthalpy of water at that given temperature.
Finally cooling water requirements is obtained by using Eq. (3.50).
3.6.7 Evaporator
Energy in with water: Mw xh8 = Mw xh9 (3.51)
Energy out with steam: Mw xh10 (3.52)
Refrigeration Effect (RE)= Mw x (h10 - h8 ) (3.53)
Coefficient of Performance (COP)=
Mw* J (3 54)
Qg+W
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Eqs. (3.51) through (3.54) as presented above help us to analyze the performance of the
evaporator and obtain some of the major results for evaluating the system such as COP and
the refrigeration effect of the system. Since the process of expansion in the valve is iso-
enthalpic therefore the enthalpy of fluid at points 8 and 9 in Fig. 3-10 are the same. The
enthalpy of fluid entering the evaporator is thus equal to the enthalpy of the fluid coming out
of the condenser, thus the enthalpy of fluid coming into the evaporator is known. Since the
low pressure prevailing in the evaporator is also known, the saturation temperature of the
fluid at evaporator outlet is calculated using the function which returns saturation
temperature of water at a given pressure as described in chapter 3. Enthalpy function as
described in previous section is used to evaluate the enthalpy of the solution going out. The
difference in the enthalpies of outgoing and incoming fluid provides the refrigeration effect
of the system. Coefficient of performance of the system, COP is defined as the ratio of the
refrigeration effect obtained from the system and the total heat input into the system and is
calculated using the Eq. (3.54). Qg and W in Eq. (3.54) represent the heat supplied in the
generator and the pump work respectively.
The temperature of the cold water after getting chilled in the evaporator outlet and the room
temperature representing the inlet temperature are taken as input from the user. The mass
flow rate of the cold water generated in evaporator is the quotient obtained, when the
refrigeration effect in the evaporator is divided by the difference in the enthalpies of water at
outlet and inlet.
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3.7 MODELING OF CONVENTIONAL/VORTEX SYSTEM
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Figure 3-11 Vortex/Conventional System
3.7.1 Assumptions
> A steady state for a single stage conventional/vortex system exists.
> The pressure drops in the individual components except the vortex generator are
negligible.
> The strong refrigerant-absorbent mixture returning from generator is at saturated state.
> The pressure drop including the entrance, exit and losses in the piping system joining the
different components are negligible.
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> The system is considered as a feasible system when the operating solution composition
is less than 70 % by weight at all the points in the system.
> The heat gained by the refrigerant in the evaporator equals the heat lost by the water
entering at the specified room temperature.
> The heat gained by the cooling water in the condenser and absorber equals to the heat
lost by the refrigerant vapor and solution respectively in each of these components.
3.7.2 Input Values Required by ARES
> The temperature of cold water, Tcoid in C, generated at the evaporator.
^ The room temperature, Troom in C at which the cycle operates.
^ The low pressure, Piow in kPa, prevailing in the evaporator and hence also in the
absorber.
^ The composition of the solution X as percentage by weight of the solution at the
absorber outlet, as depicted by point 1 in Fig. 3.11.
^ The mass flow rate of the absorbent-refrigerant solution, Msotin in kg/s also at point 1 in
Fig. 3-11.
^ The effectiveness e of the solution heat exchanger is also required as input.
> The high-pressure, Phigh in kPa, prevailing at the inlet to condenser.
> Qg representing the amount heat supplied in kW at the generator is also required.
> Solution temperature at the inlet to the vortex generator, T3.
> Pressure at the pump outlet, Ppump.
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Applying the equations for conservation of mass momentum and energy for each component
as developed in chapter 3.1 of this thesis when applied to the system represented by Fig. 3-
1 1 results in the following set of Eqs.
3.7.3 Pump
M x(P -P )
\jj _ soltn
y-
pump
x low / ._ __.
p.xlOOO
In the above equation M soim, PpUmp and Piow are input values and hence are known to us, the
only unknown term on the right hand side of the equation is pi. Since Piow and X the
pressure and solution composition respectively at point 1 is know, the saturation temperature
Ti is calculated by calling the temperature function defined in the previous section After the
temperature T is obtained the density pi is obtained by calling the density function also
defined previously. Density function returns the density of the solution in kg/m for a given
solution composition and temperature. Also the enthalpy of the solution at pump outlet is:
h2=h1+-^- (3-56)
The unknown term on right side of this equation is hi, representing the specific enthalpy of
the solution at point 1 in Fig. 3-11. Specific enthalpy hi is obtained using the enthalpy
function, which returns the specific enthalpy of the solution at a point for given temperature
and concentration. After h, is obtained, the specific enthalpy at point 2, h2is calculated using
the Eq. (3.56). However, to obtain the temperature T2 of the solution at point 2, a numerical
scheme is used to solve Eq. (3.57).
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/(T2,X)=h1+-^- (3.57)
A converged solution to Eq. (3.57) is obtained when the residual is less than 0.01 in
magnitude.
3.7.4 Solution Heat Exchanger
T -T
e = (3.58)
T4-T2
T3=exT4+T2(l-e) (3.59)
T4=^-^- + T2 (3.60)
3.7.5 Generator
Msoltn=M3=M4+M7.
Qg+Q3=Q4+Q7
M4xh4 =Qg+M3xh3-M7.xh7.-M^xV^ (3_61)
In Eq. (3.61)
M?'X r
represents the kinetic energy of the evolved steam at the lower
chamber
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If Y represents the composition of solution at point 4, we get the following:
M4 = xM3 and alsoM7,=fl-*lI YJxM,
Substituting this equation back in Eq. (3.61):
M3x
fx^
vYy K YJ
xh4 =Qg+M3xh3-
However if k = Qg +M3 x h3 ; where
h3 = h2 + Cpx(T3 -T2)= h,+^+ Cpx(T3 -T2)
xM3xh7.+ 1 xM3x(h7-h7.)
V. Y,
M
soltn
Eq. (3.61) becomes:
M3x xh,
vYJ
= l-
X]
Y
xM3xh7. + xM3x(h7 -h7.) (3.62)
In Eq. (3.62)
Y = f[T4,P7.J
h7=f(Phigh)
h7.=f(P7.)
3.7.6 Condenser
Energy in with steam: Mw xh7
Energy out with water: Mw xh8
Cooling required: Qc = Mw x (h7 - h8 )
(3.63)
(3.64)
(3.65)
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In Eq. (3.63) the mass flow rate of steam coming into the generator is obtained by calling
the enthalpy function for steam. As mentioned in previous section the enthalpy function
takes the temperature as input and returns enthalpy of steam at that point.
In Eq. (3.64) the enthalpy of water coming out condenser is calculated by first obtaining the
saturation temperature of water at high pressure Phigh using temperature function for water as
was explained previously. Once the saturation temperature is obtained the enthalpy function
for water is used. This function returns the enthalpy of water at that given temperature.
Finally cooling water requirements is obtained by using the Eq. (3.65).
3.7.7 Evaporator
Energy in with water: Mw x h8 = Mw x h9 (3.66)
Energy in with steam: Mw xh10 (3.67)
Refrigeration Effect (RE)= Mw x (h10 - h8 ) (3.68)
Coefficient of Performance (COP)= Mw,? (3-69)
Qg+W
The Eq. (3.66) through (3.69) as presented above help us to analyze the performance of the
evaporator and obtain some of the major results for evaluating the system such as COP and
the refrigeration effect of the system. Since the process of expansion in the valve is
iso-
enthalpic therefore the enthalpy of fluid at points 8 and 9 in Fig. 3-11 is same. The enthalpy
of fluid entering the evaporator is thus equal to
the enthalpy of the fluid coming out of the
condenser, thus the enthalpy of fluid coming into
the evaporator is known. Since the low
pressure prevailing in the evaporator is also known,
the saturation temperature of the fluid at
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evaporator outlet is calculated using the function which returns saturation temperature of
water at a given pressure as described in previous section of the thesis. Enthalpy function as
described previously is used to evaluate the enthalpy of the solution going out. The
difference in outgoing and incoming enthalpies of fluid provides the refrigeration effect of
the system. Coefficient of performance, COP of the system is defined as the ratio of the
refrigeration effect obtained from the system to the total heat input into the system. It is
calculated using the Eq. (3.66). Qg and W in Eq. (3.67) represent the heat supplied in the
generator and the pump work respectively.
The temperature of the cold water after getting chilled in the evaporator and the room
temperature representing the inlet temperature are taken as inputs from the user. The mass
flow rate of the cold water generated in the evaporator is the quotient obtained, when the
refrigeration effect in the evaporator is divided by the difference in the enthalpies of water at
outlet and inlet.
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4 CHAPTER FOUR
Applications OfARES
4.1 INTRODUCTION TO ARES
Absorption refrigeration evaluation software (ARES) was developed for analyzing the
performance of the test stand, built to study the effect of replacing the conventional
generators in absorption chillers with a vortex generator. ARES also provides performance
evaluation of conventional and vortex/conventional absorption refrigeration system. The
programming language chosen for developing evaluation software is JAVA. Use of JAVA
was preferred over other programming languages for this developmental work because of
the following enlisted major advantages:
> Object-oriented programming provides greater flexibility, modularity and reusability.
Java is object-oriented, programming in Java is centered on creating objects,
manipulating objects, and making objects work together.
> One of the most compelling reasons to prefer Java over other object oriented languages
like C++ is its platform independence. Java runs on most major hardware and software
platforms, including Windows 95 and NT, the Macintosh, and several varieties of
UNIX. By developing the software in JAVA, the software is instantly compatible with
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each of these software platforms. Any hardware and operating system dependencies are
removed.
> Although C and C++ are supported on all platforms that support Java, these languages
are not supported in a platform-independent manner. An interpreter is needed in order to
run JAVA programs, the programs are compiled into Java Virtual Machine code called
bytecode. The bytecode is machine independent and is able to run on any machine that
has a Java interpreter installed on it. Normally, a compiler translates a high-level
language program to machine code and the code is able to only run on the native
machine. If the program is to be run on other machines, the program has to be
recompiled on the native machine. For example, if a C++ program is compiled in
Windows, the executable code that is generated by the compiler can only be run on a
Windows platform. However when using JAVA, the program need only be compiled
once, and the bytecode generated by the Java compiler can run on any platform.
> Multithreaded is the capability for a program to perform several tasks simultaneously
within a program. Multithreading is useful and is a necessity while analyzing real time
data. In JAVA, multithreaded programming has been smoothly integrated into it, while
in other languages, operating system-specific procedures have to be called in order to
enable multithreading.
4.2 LABVIEW
The first step involved in running ARES is to
start the experiment and the data acquisition
system. The data acquisition system was designed using Labview. Fig. 4-1 shows both
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numerically and graphically, all temperatures that are monitored during testing. Space is
provided for naming a file for storing test data, when using ARES for collecting data the file
should be named as Labview.txt and stored in the bin sub-directory of Java Development
Kit (JDK1.2.2) folder.
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Figure 4-1 Thermocouple Output
4.2.1 Main PressureMeasurement
The main pressure measurement was programmed using Labview. The output screen is
shown in Fig. 4-2. The reading shown is approximately atmospheric
because the system was
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not pumped down at the time of the reading. The screenshot presented in Fig. 4-2 represent
the pressure in psig at point B in Fig. 3-9.
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Figure 4-2Main PressureMeasurement Output Screen
4.2.2 Vacuum PressureMeasurement
The three pressures presented in Fig.4-3 represent the pressure of the system at points C, D
and E in the test stand depicted by Fig. 3-9. Fig.4-3 shows the screenshot where the pressure
of the system is 25 inches ofHg approximately.
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Figure 4-3 VacuumMeasurement output Screen
4.2.3 Main Solution Flow
Show in Fig.4-4 is the solution flow rate in gallons/hour at the solution pump outlet,
represented by point F in Fig. 3-9. This provides the volumetric flow rate of the refrigerant-
absorbent solution going in to the generator.
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Figure 4-4 Main Solution Flow Output Screen
4.2.4 Condenser Flow
The screenshot presented in Fig.4-5 shows the volumetric flow rate of water coming out of
condenser in milliliters/minute. Point G in Fig. 3-9 depicts the condenser outlet. The data
obtained from this flowmeter provides information about the amount of water vapor
generated in the vortex generator.
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Figure 4-5 Condenser Flow Meter Output Screen
4.2.5 Input File
The output data available from the temperature, pressure and flow sensors are stored in text
format. A screenshot of a typical text file generated by the data acquisition system designed
using Labview is presented in Fig. 4-6. A set of data from the sensors is taken every three
seconds, Fig. 4-6, shows a collection of such data sets starting at 21-hrs 00 min 04 seconds
on 6 * of April 2003 and ending at 21-hrs 00 min 30 seconds on the same day. Each data set
is depicted by a different color in Fig. 4-6 and represents the readings from the individual
sensors at that given time. In each data set, a blank space separates the individual sensor
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readings and a string
"0.000000" is attached at the end. ARES reads the generated text file
(labview.txt) every 3 seconds, for a length of time specified by the user. Based on the read
data, an analysis on performance of the test stand is provided by ARES.
H labview txt - Notepad
Ele Edit Search help
4/6/03 21:00:01 -29.490284 -29.1 75457 -29.532799 0.0G7139 8.242729 84.106499 22.637502 7.704464
9.213000 37.611991 6 694882 38 8 79860 8.163275 17.962658 51.376698 14.383331 9.554720 16.183239
19.439220 18.178982 18.006741 34.988453 30.279049 37.638981 32.376068 36.014198 5.248401 21.815111
0.000000
^ ^^^
4/6/03 21:00:07 -29.501776 -29.293804 "29.546585 "0.012207 8.691669 83.669876 22.250666 7.715629
.194044 37.447464 6.733064 38.667355 8.092612 17.850910 54.200363 44.322441 9.414564 16.146902
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Figure 4-6 Labview Output File
4.3 Starting ARES
After the data acquisition system and the test stand are started, ARES is to be started. In
order to start ARES the user must start the command prompt window and
change the current
directory in the command prompt to C:\jdkl.2. lVbin.
After the current directory is set to
C:\jdkl.2.1\bin the user can start using ARES by typing "Java
ARES" in the command
window. A screenshot of the first frame of ARES is shown
in Fig.4-7, where the user is
prompted for a valid username and password in this
window. The user must enter a valid
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Login-id and password combination in the provided textfields and click the continue button
to proceed.
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Figure 4-7 Login Screen for ARES
After the user enters a valid user-id and password, second frame appears on the screen,
Fig.4-8 shows such a frame. This frame has five options available in the form of buttons
namely Collect Data, Output File, Performance and Save.
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Figure 4-8 Menu Screen for ARES
4.3.1 CollectData
This option allows the user to collect data from the sensors for the
specified time period.
The user specifies this time period as an input in the textfield
provided as shown in Fig.4-9.
The readings from the sensors are taken every 3 seconds
for the total time as specified by
the user. For instance if the user enters
"x"
minutes then the data will be taken for x minutes
at an interval of 3 seconds each. Thus a set of
"20x"
readings will be available as in the
input file. The user is also prompted to enter the
current solution composition in percentage
by weight at mixer outlet as input.
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Figure 4-9 Input Screen for ARES
4.3.2 Output File
If variation with time in the data received from the sensors is small, it indicates that the
system is approaching a steady state. Fig.4-10 shows the frame which appears when the user
clicks on Output File button, by doing so he averages the value for all the readings collected
by using the Collect Data button. For example discussed above an average of "20
x"
readings will be displayed on this frame. A file dialog appears on the screen allowing the
user to specify the location of the averaged data file.
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Figure 4-10 Output File Screen for ARES
4.3.3 Performance
After an averaged value is obtained for the data taken, user may
view the performance of the
whole system, by choosing Vortex Absorption Refrigeration
System as shown in Fig.4-11
and clicking the Performance
button in the menu frame. Once the user clicks the
performance button provided in the menu, a file dialog appears where he is
prompted to
select the location of a file containing the
averaged data as input.
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Figure 4-11 Choose Type of System Option
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4.3.4 Save
If the user is confident with the readings from the sensors and finds the results of system
performance based on the averaged values of these readings adequate, then the results
depicted in Figs 4-13 and 4-14 can be saved, as a file in any directory of his choice. Shown
in Fig. 4-15 is an example of a typical file dialog that appears when the save button in the
menu screen is clicked. User can specify the name and directory of the output file using this
file dialog. The output file is saved in a text format.
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4.4 Performance of Conventional Absorption Refrigeration System
The objective of ARES is to provide a modular, user-oriented and simple means to simulate
conventional absorption cycles in different configurations when the user chooses
conventional absorption refrigeration system from the drop down menu and clicks
performance button. One of the key features of ARES is its user friendly GUI, and also that
the user is not required to do any programming.
After the user selects conventional absorption refrigeration system and clicks on the
performance button, a frame as depicted in Fig. 4-16 appears. This frame requires the user to
provide some simple inputs, these are minimal information necessary in order to define a
conventional absorption cycle. These inputs can be provided either in the form of an input
file or directly entered from the keyboard. If the user clicks the file input button and chooses
to provide the input data from input file, a file dialog as shown in Fig.4-17 appears on the
screen prompting the user to select the location of such an input file. However the user also
has the option of entering the input data into the provided textbox through keyboard. If the
later option is chosen for providing the input data the user can save this input data into a file
by clicking on the save input button as shown in Fig.4-18. User also can open an existing
input file, make changes in the input data and overwrite the existing input file or save the
revised data in a new file. After providing these inputs the user is required to click on the
"calculate" button in order obtain an analysis of the absorption cycle based on the input
data. ARES based on the values of input parameters displays the cycle performance if a
converged solution is obtained. Fig.4-19 shows a case where solution is converged.
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After the user provides appropriate input data, ARES provides a converged solution as
output representing a feasible absorption cycle. After a converged solution is obtained, user
has the option of viewing the output as a cycle diagram as is shown in Fig. 4-20 or as a table
as shown in Fig.4-21.
4.5 Performance of Conventional/Vortex Absorption Refrigeration System
If the user selects conventional/vortex absorption refrigeration system and clicks on the
performance button, a frame as depicted in Fig.4-22 appears. In this frame the user is
required to provide some simple inputs, these are minimal information necessary in order to
define a conventional absorption cycle in which the conventional generator is replaced by a
vortex generator. These inputs can be provided either in the form of an input file or directly
entered from the keyboard. If the user clicks the file input button and chooses to provide the
input data from input file, a file dialog as shown in Fig.4-23 appears on the screen
prompting the user to select the location of such an input file. However the user also has the
provision of entering the input data into the provided textbox through keyboard. If the later
option is chosen for providing the input data the user can save this input data into a file by
clicking on the save input button as shown in Fig.4-24. User also can open an existing input
file, make changes in the input data and overwrite the existing input file or save the revised
data in a new file. After providing these inputs the user is required to click on the calculate
button in order obtain an analysis of the absorption cycle based on the input data. ARES
based on the values of input parameters displays the cycle performance if a converged
solution is obtained. Fig.4-25 shows a case where solution converged.
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Figure 4-27 Cycle Output for conventional / vortex system
After the user provides appropriate input data, ARES provides a converged
solution as
output representing a feasible absorption cycle.
After a converged solution is obtained, user
has the option of viewing the output as a cycle diagram
as is shown in Fig.4-27 or as a table
as shown in Fig.4-26.
5 CHAPTERFIVE
RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
5.1 EES Results For Conventional Absorption System
In this section the results obtained by using ARES are compared to the results obtained by
commercially available and established software such as Engineering Equation Solver
(EES) developed by Dr Keith Harold [4], professor ofMechanical Engineering at University
of Maryland. Results obtained by using ARES are found to match accurately the results of
EES for a specified absorption cycle configuration. The EES doesn't use effectiveness
method for evaluating the performance of heat exchanger. The effectiveness of the heat
exchanger was calculated using the temperatures obtained as output of EES. This calculated
value of effectiveness was used as input in ARES to simulate an input similar to EES.
Shown in Fig. 5-1 and Fig. 5-2 is a screenshot of the result set obtained by using EES. The
output data from EES was obtained first and based on which ARES was given input values
accordingly.
It can be also seen in Fig.5-1 that EES simulates the heating and cooling requirements of the
components of absorption cycle by using heat exchangers at generator, evaporator,
condenser and absorber. Further, EES doesn't provide the effectiveness of these heat
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exchangers as it uses LMTD method to solve the problem. However ARES requires
effectiveness as input, hence a value of effectiveness for solution heat exchanger was
calculated by using the temperature at points 2,3 and 4 in Fig. 5-1. This value of solution
heat exchanger effectiveness was used as input when using ARES.
Single Effect Lithium Bromide / Water Absorption Chiller
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Figure 5-1 Graphical Output from EES
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Table of Results Back 1
i
|P* Mass FractionLIBr Rate ?% Enthalpy (kJKkpJ
4099 1 615 0 533 0 1 90 657
2 40 99 8 973 0 533 0 1 90 658
* 3 56 01 8 973 0 533 0 1 122 368
! 4 80 82 8 973 0 566 0 094 182 223
! 5 64.24 8 973 0 566 0.094 148587
J 6 4841 1 615 0 566 0.094 148.587
1 1 74 32 8 973 - 0.006 2638.268
{ 8 43 71 8 973 0 006 182619
i 9 14.16 1.615 - 0.006 182.619
10 14 16 1.615 0.006 2526.669
11 100.0 - 1.0 419 439
12 95 24 1 0 399 402
13 250 0 28 105.029
14 41 57 0 28 174312
15 25.0 0 28 105.029
16 37 0 0 28 155337
'
17 250 04 105 029
j 1 8 16.98 04 71.5
:3BStart| J?54. Uditf>lorqyan&AI...| JgC:\WINNT\System3. | cr DESIGNANALYSIS | ejhttp://ceee.umd.edu... | s Converged
Component | LMTDrC) UA (kW,K, CapactvlkW, ~]
'
| Adsorrjer 10 777 1 8 19399
Desorber 20.038 1 0 20038
Evaporator 5.961 2.25 13.412
Condenser 11.686 1 2 14.023
SouOon Heat 24.024 0 132 3 171
COP = 0.669 for this system Back to Graphics Page
Figure 5-2 Tabular Output from EES
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5.2 ARES Results for Conventional Absorption System
Figure 5-3 Corresponding Input for ARES
F3Table BEE
State point Temperature(C) Pressure(kPa) Solution-Cotnposition(%) Flowtate(gms/s) Energy(kVv)
1 40.94 1.615 53.3 100.00 9.066
2 40.94 8.973 53.3 100.00 9.066
3 56.09 8.973 53.3 100.00 12.27
4 80.82 8.973 56.55 94.20 17.20
6 68.18 8.973 56.55 94.20 14.78
6 47.05 1.815 56.55 94.20 14.78
7 80.82 8.973 5.70 15.28
8 43.69 8.973 5.70 1.054
9 14.07 1.615 5.70 1.054
10 14.07 1.815 5.70 14.56
Figure 5-4 Corresponding output for ARES
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Figure 5-5 Corresponding cycle diagram for ARES
It can be observed from Figs. 5-3, 5-4 and 5-5 the results obtained from
ARES matches with
those of EES for the above conventional absorption
refrigeration cycle. Results of many
different cases were compared and it was found that there
were some minor differences in
cycle performance as evaluated by EES and ARES (Appendix D). These
differences were
due to the reason that ARES assumes that no heat
is lost to the environment, however EES
does not have any such assumption.
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6 CHAPTERSIX
Conclusions and Recommendations
6.1 Conclusions
> ARES performs successfully on a personal computer on operating system such as
Windows XP, Windows NT .
> It has been demonstrated that ARES is a user friendly, menu driven and easy to use
software that predicts the operating conditions, fluid properties and performance results
for vortex absorption refrigeration system, conventional absorption refrigeration system
and conventional/ vortex absorption refrigeration system.
> Results obtained from ARES for conventional absorption refrigeration system match the
results from commercial software EES developed at University ofMaryland.
> ARES was found to evaluate the performance of the test stand based on the data
obtained from the sensors.
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6.2 Recommendations
The future usage of ARES is dependent on several factors and the following
recommendations would extend its usage.
> While evaluating the performance of the test stand and conventional/vortex absorption
refrigeration system, the refrigerant absorbent solution mixture was assumed to be at
saturated condition at all the points in the entire cycle. However, experimentally it was
found to be in sub-cooled state after the pump and at the vortex generator outlet.
Currently no correlation has been established to predict the enthalpy of sub-cooled
solution (Appendix A) [12], however in future if a correlation were incorporated in
ARES it would predict the results more accurately.
> For a better understanding of the pressure drop inside the vortex generator in the test
stand a pressure sensor should be placed inside the vortex generator.
> The performance of vortex and vortex/conventional absorption refrigeration system are
depended on various geometrical configurations of the vortex generator, effect of such
different geometrical configurations should be experimentally verified and incorporated
in ARES.
> The results for conventional/vortex absorption refrigeration system should be verified
experimentally by developing a similar test stand.
> Feedback should be obtained from ARES users and may be incorporated in ARES for
enhancing the graphical user interface.
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Appendix A
Sub-cooled LiBr-Water solution properties
A.l Calculation Method
For each component in the LiBr-water solution, i.e. water and LiBr salt one reference point
for the enthalpy (h=0 kJ/kg) has been chosen. It commonly is represented by liquid triple
point in case of water, however such a zero point for LiBr salt is chosen in a way that the
50% solution at0 C has an enthalpy of (kJ/kg).
Starting from 50% and0 C, the enthalpy can be calculated by integrating over the
temperature and concentration. The differential form of such an equation is (germany)
dH = CpdT+ dn +
T.p
dP
T.P
Integration of dH is performed in two steps:
1. Integrated at a constant composition (x=50%) and temperature from
0C to the
desired temperature.
2. Integrated at a constant temperature and solution composition from 50 % to the
desired composition.
For a sub-cooled the equation could be written as :
p i
h(T,X,p)=h[T,X,p(T,X)]+ J -
p(T.X)P
1 +1^
pdTj
dp'
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Appendix B
B.l Equilibrium Charts For LiBr Water Solution
EQUATIONS
It =I2B,X" + I'Z!A, X" SolutionTemp,X
2.t' ' (t - IJ B, X" )/IJA, X- Refrigerant Temp,C
3. LogP = C + D/T' + E/T'2 P = kPa; T'-K-
4. T'
D + |D!-4E(C-logP)l'
A 2.007 55 B = 124.
A, -. 0.16976 B,
A, = 3.133 J62E-03 B, = 0.152
\\ = 1.97668 E-05
RANGE: -15<t'<IIOC
45 < X < 70* LiBr
77 "50 60 70 80 80 TO 110 120
SOLUTION TEMPERATURE (f), C
Fig. B-l Equilibrium Chart for Aqueous LiBr-H20 Solution
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B.2 Enthalpy Concentration Chart For LiBrWater Solution
1Q 30 30 40 SO SO 70
LITHIUM BROMIDE CONCENTRATION. MASS PERCENT
UJVA I IONS rONCr.NrRATION RANGEM>< X < 19% I.Ur TEMPERATURE RANGE ] S < K 1 65*C
It -I*AX -'IZiBi X *t3JSC- X" in kJ/*Bl whm I - 'CandX- \.LaBl
rV, -2U24,3J B-
- 18.2329 C - -3.7t8214t2
A,- 163.309 B1=-1.14IT57 C, - Z887f<iwtE.3
Aj = -4,88161 B, - *.Z404l-2 T, *.]WHJ-
A, - 6.3029*8 E-2 Bi - -4.0J41S* E-4 Ca - ,5>l Ii28 F.-7
A* = -2.WyKI5F.-4 flt - l,5J5r9B-ft C, - -4.4**UCTt j-y
Fig. B-2 Enthalpy Concentration Chart for Aqueous LiBr-H20 Solution
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Appendix C
Fig. C-l shows the pressure distribution and velocity vector plot at the top of the of the
vortex chamber, as obtained by C.F.D analysis of the vortex chamber using Flow-3D.
Pressure andVelocityVector Contour Plot
Inlet Velocity: 30m/sec, X - Y Plane
Aspect Ratio = 1 ,Z = 15.43 cm
Gage Pressure (dyne/cmA2)
"fcwji^fc iff
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Velocity: 2.77m/sec
Z*
*x/
Inlet Location Mid-height
Aspect Raho. 1
Diameter 16.12 cm
Height 16.12 cm
Inlet
Velocity. 30m/sec
H h-
-l. 68
Figure C-l Pressure contour for the vortex generator in X-Y plane
Fig. C-2 shows a contour plot of pressure and velocity vectors at the bottom of the vortex
generator. In Fig. C-2 it can be observed that the highest pressure is at the wall and
decreases toward the center if the vortex chamber. The velocity also is higher at the wall and
decreases toward the center of the vortex chamber.
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VelocityMagnitude and Vectors Contour Plot
lnlei Velocity: 30m/sec,X- V Plane
Aspen Ratio = 1 X = M cm
Vetoaty (cm /sec)
T T T
'/mux,
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Dameon 16 12cm
Haste 16 12 cm
Inlet
Velocity 30 m/sec
Figure C-2 Velocity magnitude and vector plot at the bottom of the vortex chamber
Shown in the Fig. C-3 is the variation of pressure as a function of radius and elevation in the
vortex generators.
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Figure C-3 Graph of pressure verses position for the vortex chamber
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Shown in Fig. C-4 is the pressure contour and the velocity vector plot in the vortex
generator in the x-z plane.
lop W.
Pressure and Velocity Vector Contour Plot
Inlet Velocity: 30Wsec, X - Z Plane, Y= 0 cm
AspectRatio = 1
a\ -kit ., i _^_ , ,,. , Gaee Pressure (dyne/cmA2)\ Maxunum VBlncitv- 1 Vt n/iae * r
Left
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^
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Figure C-4 Pressure contour for the vortex chamber in X-Z plane
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Appendix D
: jint Number Temperature (C) Pressure (kPa) LiBr Rate (kg/s) Enthalpy (kJ/kg)
1 44 18 0 875 0 604 0 251 125 834
2 44 18 5 22 0 604 0 251 125 835
3 51 64 5 22 0 604 0 251 140 137
4 78 91 ^ 000 zz 0 61 0 248 195 26
5 71 3 5 22 061 0 248 180 807
6 47 53 0 875 0 61 0 248 180 807
7 77 5 5 22 - 0 003 2644 89
8 33 65 5 22 0 003 140 52
9 5 04 0 875 0 003 140 52
10 5 04 0 875 0 003 2509 969
11 100 0 - - 1 5 419 439
12 96 81 1 5 405 981
13 25 0 - - 0.28 105.029
14 41 94 0 28 175 878
15 250 - 0 28 105 029
16 30.55 0 28 128 348
17 100 0.4 4228
18 6 33 - 04 26 92
Component LMTD (C) UA (kW/K) Capacity (kW)
Absorber 11.021 18 19 838
Desorber 20 188 1 0 20 188
Evaporator 2 731 2.25 6 144
Condenser 5 389 1 2 6 467
Soution Heat 27 197 0 132 3 59
COP = 0.304 for this system Back to Graphics Page
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Graphical Output
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Point Number Temperature (C) Pressure (kPa)
Mass Fraction
LiBr
Mass Flow
Rate (kg/s) Enthalpy (kJ/kg)
1 42.35 0.832 0 599 0.2 119.637
oZ 42.35 5 596 0 599 0 2 119 638
3 51.86 5.596 0599 0.2 138.023
4 79.86 5 596 0 608 0 197 196.029
5 70.07 5 596 0.608 0 197 177.365
6 46 22 0.832 0608 0 197 177.365
7 77.84 5.596 0.003 2645.477
8 34.9 5596 0.003 145.756
9 4.33 0832 0.003 145.756
10 4.33 0.832 0.003 2508.66
11 100.0 1.0 419.439
12 95.52 1.0 400.554
13 250 0.28 105.029
14 40.78 0.28 171.023
15 25.0 0.28 105.029
16 31.35 - 0.28 131.705
17 10.0 - 0.4 42.28
18 5.81 - 0.4 24.713
Component LMTD (X) UA (kW/K) ^Capacity ,kw|ll
Absorber 10.266 1.8 18.478
Desorber 18.885 10 18.885
Evaporator 3.123 2.25 7.027
Condenser 6.173 1.2 7407
SouBon Heat 27.858 0.132 3.677
COP = 0.372 for this system Back to Graphics Page
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|ESGraphical Output
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5Table \-.\i
n*~
i
State point Temperature(C) Pressure(kPa) Solution-Composition(%) Flowrat8(gms/s) Energy(kW)
42.36 0.832 59.9 200.00 23.99
42.36 5.596 59.9 200.00 23.99
51.84 5.596 59.9 200.00 27.66
79.86 5.596 60.78 196.99 38.71
71.00 5.596 60.78 196.99 35.37
44.14 0.832 60.78 196.99 35.37
79.86 5.596 2.89 7.760
34.86 5.596 - 2.89 0.427
9 4.18 0.832 2.89 0.427
10 4.18 0.832 2.89 7.344
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